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Abstract. Many software engineering artefacts, such as source code or
speciﬁcations, deﬁne a set of operations and impose restrictions to the
ordering on which they have to be invoked. Enabledness Preserving Abstractions (EPAs) are concise representations of the behaviour space for
such artefacts. In this paper, we exemplify how EPAs might be used for
validation of software engineering artefacts by showing the use of EPAs
to support some programming tasks on a simple C# class.
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1

Introduction

Veriﬁcation and validation are artefact evaluation activities that are carried out
by software engineers in multiple stages of software development projects. They
come in many diﬀerent guises: The artefacts under evaluation may be descriptions related to the problem domain (e.g. requirements) or the solution space
(e.g. design) including the actual code. Furthermore, they can be written in
languages with diﬀerent degrees of formality (e.g. from mathematics to natural
language). In addition, the evaluation itself can vary in terms of formality (e.g.
from axiomatic proof, through structured argumentation, to human inspection)
and exhaustiveness (e.g. from exhaustive search, through simulation, to selective scenario evaluation). All these characteristics lead to conclusions with very
diﬀerent degrees of certainty.
Veriﬁcation and validation are related activities both of which aim to increase
conﬁdence regarding the quality of the software under construction. However,
they are of very diﬀerent nature.
1.1

Verification

Veriﬁcation aims at determining whether an artefact satisﬁes speciﬁc properties [25]. For instance, if software requirements entail system goals, if the architecture satisﬁes its reliability requirements, if the code is structured according
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to the static design, or the execution of a method never raises an array index
out of bounds exception.
Veriﬁcation is particularly prone to automated, rigorous and even sometimes
exhaustive analysis. If both the artefact under evaluation and the properties
are given in appropriate formal languages, it is plausible to apply a battery
of tools such as model checkers [6], theorem provers [32], simulators [27] or
symbolic executers [34]. There are, of course, both theoretical (indecidability
results, e.g., [16]) and practical (e.g., state explosion [37]) limitations. However,
automated veriﬁcation techniques are tractable and have shown to be useful,
specially when applying some restrictions on the artefact, the property, and/or
the degree of certainty. Most notably, software testing, when the intended test
results are provided (i.e., an oracle), is a widespread veriﬁcation technique in
industry.
1.2

Validation

Validation is, arguably, a much more complex task than veriﬁcation as it aims
to determine the degree to which an artefact is an accurate representation of
the real world. At the requirements level, a typical example used to distinguish
validation from veriﬁcation is that validation evaluates if the requirements meet
stakeholders needs, while veriﬁcation is applied to check that the design and/or
implementation has been built according to the requirements. In other words,
validation ensures that you built the right thing while veriﬁcation ensures that
you built it right. Validation is indeed relevant in many software engineering
settings. For instance, determining if an architectural description conforms to an
architect’s intent, if the deployment model is consistent with the actual hardware
available at the client site, if assumptions on network traﬃc are reasonable, etc.
Validation, in industrial practice, is also a substitute for veriﬁcation. The lack
of explicit (formal or informal) intended property descriptions impedes veriﬁcation and the only possibility is to validate if artefacts conform to the characteristics intended by the engineer. In other words, a comparison between the artefact
and some mental model of what the artefact should comply to. Walkthroughs,
inspections and reviews are common techniques that support validation.
When the artefact under validation is written in a formal language (be it code,
or a well founded speciﬁcation), a common strategy for validation is to apply an
automated, semantics preserving, manipulation. The idea behind this strategy
is that showing engineers alternative views of the artefact may exhibit elements
that stand out as contradicting to what is expected by the engineers. Some
examples of this strategy are the application of rewrite rules in speciﬁcations,
minimisation of state machines, slicing techniques for code, or executions and
simulations. Within the latter strategy, testing without oracles is a noteworthy
technique.
Another common strategy for validation is to turn the validation problem into
a veriﬁcation one. More concretely, to produce a speciﬁcation against which the
artefact can be veriﬁed. The idea is that if the speciﬁcation is simpler than the
artefact, validation of the former is likely to be simpler and less error prone. This
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is an eﬀective strategy that is commonly used in practice. For instance, sanity
checks are used to ﬁlter out bugs in complex models (such as nonzenoness in
real time system models [2], as well as internal consistency and satisﬁability in
requirements speciﬁcations [23]). However, this strategy has its downsides too.
Since an alternative speciﬁcation is required, we need to be sure that it has
been validated appropriately. In other words, turning a validation problem into
a veriﬁcation problem creates a new (possibly simpler but of reduced scope)
validation task, so eventually human intervention is required.
1.3

Abstraction

Abstraction is the act of withdrawing or removing something, the process of
leaving out of consideration one or more properties of a complex artefact so as
to attend to others. It is also used to refer to the simpler artefact that results
from this process. The abstraction captures the original artefact’s core or essence
relative to a speciﬁc aspect of interest. Abstraction is central to computing [26],
particularly to software engineering, and has been extensively applied to support
veriﬁcation and validation.
Abstraction reduces the complexity of the artefact under evaluation and consequently can reduce the cost and augment the eﬀectiveness of veriﬁcation and
validation activities. However, abstraction comes at a price. Building abstractions can be costly, but perhaps more importantly, the loss of detail in the
abstract artefact can impact the degrees of certainty of the evaluation outcome.
Given a particular veriﬁcation or validation task, analysing a carefully chosen
abstraction will yield conservative (yet sound) results. On the other hand, an
incorrect choice might lead to invalid conclusions. For instance, let’s consider a
language with automatic memory management. A garbage collector (GC) is in
charge of reclaiming unreferenced objects. In order to make a decision whether
an object o can be collected, the GC must ensure that no other object or variable points to o. If the GC makes the decision based on an abstraction that only
considers elements in the program stack, it may collect objects that are still
reachable from the heap.
Hence, given a validation or veriﬁcation task, it is crucial to work with an
appropriate abstraction. That is, carefully selecting which aspects to leave out
of consideration and what mechanisms to use for representing the artefact’s
features relevant to the task at hand.
1.4

Abstractions for API Implementation Behaviour

We now set the scene for the rest of this paper. We ﬁrst narrow the discussion
by stating our interest in the behaviour of stateful API implementations: A
collection of methods or procedures accessing a shared data structure. Such
artefacts are commonplace and pose a number of challenges to veriﬁcation and
validation. It is insuﬃcient to evaluate each method in isolation. We also need
to consider their interaction via the shared data structure and the emergent
behaviour of the combinations of method calls.
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State machines or behaviour models constitute a natural abstraction to validate or verify an API implementation behaviour. Each abstract state in these
models represents one or more possible concrete states of the shared data structure. Transitions in the abstraction represent changes of state related to the
execution of one or more lines of code (including, for instance a whole method
invocation).
Abstractions for Verification. There has been a signiﬁcant amount of work
in the use of abstractions for verification. Given an artefact a and a formalised
property ϕ to be veriﬁed, the aim is to automatically come up with simpliﬁed
versions â and ϕ̂ of the artefact and property, respectively. Hopefully, verifying
whether â satisﬁes ϕ̂ will be more tractable, while still providing information
about the initial veriﬁcation problem regarding a and ϕ.
Applying abstraction to obtain a tractable behaviour model of the original
artefact typically involves paying the cost of the omitted detail in terms of loss
of precision. Abstracted behaviour models may be overapproximations (when â
accepts all behaviour of a, but possibly more) or underapproximations (when
â rejects all behaviour not in a, but possibly more) of the original artefact.
Furthermore, some abstractions may neither be over nor underapproximations.
Given an API implementation, an overapproximation of its behaviour describes all legal invocation sequence that API clients can perform on the API.
However, an overapproximation may include sequences which, if performed by
clients, would result in illegal invocation chains. On the other hand, an underapproximation of the API implementation’s behaviour forbids every illegal
invocation sequence, which is why they are called safe from a client perspective. Underapproximated models may go too far and forbid behaviour which
was permitted in the original artefact. For this reason, overaproximated models
are sometimes referred to as permissive.
One common approach when applying abstraction for veriﬁcation of API behaviour is to synthesise typestates [35,13,31,4] or interfaces [1,20,24]. The aim is
to statically obtain ﬁnite state machine representing a safe model from a client
perspective, using techniques such as automata learning [1,20,24] or abstract
interpretation [31].
The safety requirement associated to these kind of models tends to make
abstractions overly restrictive in terms of the model behaviour, sometimes leading to trivial abstractions (e.g. models in which very few or even no invocation
sequences are allowed). In some cases, permissiveness is possible at the cost
of assuming certain conditions over the artefacts. For instance, the algorithms
in [20,24] guarantee permissiveness only when the library’s internal state is ﬁnite.
Once inferred, safe typestates for an API can be used to eﬀectively verify the
absence of illegal invocations from clients (e.g., [7]). The cost of non-permissive
typestates in this setting is that false-positives (client invocation sequences that
are in fact legal) may be reported.
Another way of obtaining abstract behaviour models is by using predicate
abstraction [36]. The idea is to deﬁne a set of predicates P and group concrete
states according to the validity of those predicates. Concretely, each abstract
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state represents a set of concrete states that gives the same valuation to all the
predicates in P .
There are techniques that use this approach to construct abstract state graphs
from inﬁnite state systems (e.g., [28,21,29,22]). For instance [21] builds an abstract state graph out of a guarded transition system and a set of input predicates. Concrete states are abstracted by using a lattice of monomials of abstract
boolean variables representing the truth values of the input predicates.
For testing purposes, [29] proposes the use of user-provided parameterless
boolean observers to quotient the state space of a class. The abstraction is not
meant to represent behaviour (e.g., it does not deﬁne transitions between states)
but to deﬁne goals for test coverage criteria (which may not be fulﬁlled due to
the overapproximated nature of the abstraction) . These models are then fed to
an algorithm that attempts to create a test suite that covers all of the states.
Another interesting approach is the mining of behaviour models out of execution traces (e.g., [11,19,18,30,12,5,33]). These techniques aim at inferring a
speciﬁcation which is used for test case generation or veriﬁcation.
Mining techniques have a dynamic ﬂavour, and thus heavily depend on the
quality of the traces used as input. The inferred models tend to be underapproximations of the behaviour of the artefact under analysis, since some behaviour
may not appear in the collected traces. However, in some cases, these approaches
may also over-approximate due to the application of generalisation strategies.
For instance, [18] produces an automata by collecting information from the
client’s actual usage of a set of operations (underapproximation). Adabu [11]
produces ﬁnite state machines whose states are determined by a ﬁxed level of abstraction ranging over the return values of the inspectors in a class (e.g., integers
are abstracted according to its sign), leading to both under and overappproximation of the concrete state. Another approaches [19,30], use invariant detection
tools such as Daikon [15] in order to generalise the set of traces and obtain more
conservative models.
Abstractions for Validation. We are interested is studying the use of abstraction in the context of validation rather than veriﬁcation. Since validation
requires human intervention, the size and complexity of the models obtained are
a key aspect at the moment of choosing the abstraction.
As we previously stated, most of the models used in the typestate and interface
synthesis literature are used to feed machine-driven tasks such as automated
veriﬁcation and test-case generation. There are a few exceptions, though.
For instance, the approach followed in [5] uses logging mechanisms already
in place and regular expressions to obtain behaviour models almost without
user intervention. The logs are mined looking for invariants encoding simple
temporal restrictions among operations. Then the authors build a behaviour
model that satisﬁes every invariant found in the previous step. These models
have been successfully used to guide human validation processes such as program
understanding or bug conﬁrmation.
Another example of synthesised models being used for human inspection is
introduced in [14]. Authors present a technique to dynamically construct role
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transition diagrams (among other models), which have a resemblance to typestates. These models are used, together with a powerful graphical user interface,
to support program understanding tasks.
Even though these examples show the use of underapproximations for the
validation of artefacts, we believe that in general overapproximations are better suited for validation since they are capable of exhibiting all the potential
behaviour of the artefact.
In this paper we will study a particular abstraction level that we denominate
enabledness-based abstractions [8] that focus the attention on the enabledness
of a set of actions or method within a API. We have successfully evaluated the
potential of these abstractions both for contract speciﬁcations validation [8] as
well as for validating code implementing APIs [9].
This rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
enabledness-preserving abstractions (EPAs); Section 3 presents how the use of
EPAs can aid software developers in various activities such as program understanding or the implementation of new features; Section 4 provides a series of
strategies and checklists to work with EPA-guided software validation; ﬁnally,
Section 5 concludes our presentation.

2

Background

Enabledness-preserving abstractions (EPAs) are state machines that describe
behaviour of API implementations by introducing abstraction in two diﬀerent
ways. Firstly, states reached by the implementation while executing API operations are ignored; focus is on states of the implementation before and after
operations are executed. Secondly, the actual values of the data structures of
the implementation are abstracted; focus is what operations those values allow
or disallow. Hence, states of an EPA represent sets of concrete implementation
states which allow the same set of operations. Finally, parameters and return
values of operations are also ignored; focus is on whether there exist values for
parameters of an operation such that the execution of the operation will make
the implementation transition from one abstract state to another.
We brieﬂy deﬁne EPAs more formally utilising object oriented terminology.
For a more detailed presentation see [9]. A class C can be seen as a structure
M, F, R, inv , init , where M  m1 , . . . , mk  is a ﬁnite set of public method
labels, F is an M -indexed set of method implementations, R is an M -indexed
set of requires clauses, inv is the class invariant, and init denotes the initial
conditions given by the constructors. Given a class C and two instances c1 , c2 ,
we say that c1 and c2 are enabledness equivalent (noted c1 e c2 ) iﬀ for every
m  M : c1 satisﬁes Rm iﬀ c2 satisﬁes Rm (i.e. if the two instances satisfy the
same set of requires clauses).
The set of class instances, when quotiented by e , results in a set of abstract
states, such that each one is mapped to a (distinct) group of enabled methods.
Each abstract state groups all the instances that share the same set of enabled
methods, and can be characterized by a state predicate. Formally, the predicate
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for an abstract state given by a set of methods ms  M is a function predms
that takes an instance of C and returns a boolean. It is formally deﬁned as:
def

predms c  inv c 

mÈms

c saﬁsties Rm 

mÊms

c does not satisfy Rm

An abstract transition labeled with an action m between two abstract states
exists if and only if a class instance in the target abstract state can be reached
by executing m from a class instance in the source abstract state. Formally, let
ms1 and ms2 be method sets (that is, abstract states) and m  ms1 an action.
An m-labeled transition is added from ms1 to ms2 if there is a class instance c1
in ms1 that can execute m and evolve into a class instance c2 in ms2 .
EPAs capture a superset of the concrete class’ behaviour. In practice, this
level of abstraction provides a good compromise: it is abstract enough to keep
the EPAs concise, and it is precise enough so that it is still a valuable information
source for humans to inspect.
2.1

EPA Construction

Enabledness-preserving abstractions can be statically and automatically built.
While the details of the construction process are out of scope in this presentation,
we present some brief notes and pointers to other articles.
The reader may notice that a class with k public methods has potentially
2k reachable abstract states. A naı̈f construction algorithm would compute all
the 2k states and its transitions, only to later restrict the result to the reachable
fragment. On the other hand, more sophisticated approaches such as parallelized
BFS exploration strategies (e.g. [9]) can drastically reduce construction times.
We implemented a prototype tool1 called Contractor which implements
various EPA construction algorithms, together with several optimisations. In its
current version, Contractor supports the construction of EPAs directly from
pre/postcondition contracts [8], C code [9] and .NET code [38].
In the rest of this paper, we focus on constructing EPAs out of C# code,
one of the most popular .NET languages. We leverage existing .NET
infrastructure to let the programmer identify the requires clauses and the
class invariant. More speciﬁcally, we use the Code Contracts [3] library calls
Contract.Requires(...) and Contract.Invariant(...).

3

Developing with EPAs

In this section we describe some simple (and ﬁctional) software development
tasks supported by using enabledness-preserving abstractions as a visual aid.
Although applied to a small class, we aim to exemplify how EPAs can aid in
various tasks such as understanding someone else’s source code, extending it
1

Publicly available at http://lafhis.dc.uba.ar/contractor
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public class Stack {
private int [] elems ;
private int next ;

5
6
7
8

26
27

public Stack ( int m ) {
next = 0;
elems = new int [ m ];
}

9

public int top () {
if ( isEmpty () )
return -1;
else
return elems [ next - 1];

11
12
13
14

public void push ( int k ) {
elems [ next ] = k ;
next ++;
}

29
30
31
33

public void pop () {
if ( isEmpty () )
return ;
next - -;
}

34
35
36
37
38

}

16

39

17

public bool isEmpty () {
return next == 0;

18
19

28

32

10

15

public bool isFull () {
return next == elems . Length ;
}

25

4
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41
42

}

public void reset () {
next = 0;
}

40

}

20
21

public int maxSize () {
return elems . Length ;

22
23

}

Fig. 1. Train door controller

with a new feature, testing the new functionality, debugging the problems that
may arise and ﬁxing them. Interested readers are directed to [8,9] for a report on
the application of EPAs on various real-life industrial scale software artefacts.
3.1

Understanding Code with EPAs

Tom, our ﬁctional programmer hero, has just taken a job at DataXtructures Inc.,
a ﬁctional software developing company specialized in implementing eﬃcient
data containers.
His ﬁrst assignment is to extend the functionality of a Stack class with some
new operations. The original code for the class that Tom has to extend is depicted
in Figure 1.
After a brief code inspection, Tom soon realizes that this simple data structure
was implemented using an underlying array. This imposes an upper bound on
the number of elements that can be stored. He also discovers that the are a
number of observer operations such as top(), isEmpty() or maxSize(). There
are also mutator operations such as push(int k), pop() and reset().
While each method is at most a couple of lines long, understanding how these
operations can be interleaved poses a much bigger challenge. For instance, it is
reasonable to expect pop() to be an illegal operation on a freshly constructed
Stack instance. Similarly, it would be awkward if that same operation was illegal
after successfully pushing an element on any legal stack.
This restrictions and many others constitute a set of “common sense” behaviour that any programmer would expect from a stack. We refer to this set of
informal (and often implicit) requirements as mental model.
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The Stack class has been around in the company for a while, so Tom is quite
conﬁdent that it behaves properly (this is, according to his mental model). Still,
he wants to double-check this so he writes a couple of small programs such as
the following.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

public void Main ( string [] args ) {
Stack s = new Stack (10);
s . push (27); s . push (19);
System . Console . WriteLine ( s . top ());
s . pop ();
System . Console . WriteLine ( s . top ());
}

Tom manually compares the output with his mental model, eﬀectively conﬁrming
that 19 is printed ﬁrst, followed by 27.
At this point Tom has a small positive piece of evidence that the Stack class
behaviour is aligned with his mental model. The problem for Tom is how to
conﬁrm his hunch, how to know that he tested enough. In other words, he might
wonder “how do I know that this is indeed a correct stack implementation? When
do I stop testing/inspecting?”.
Fortunately, a colleague told Tom a little bit about enabledness-preserving
abstractions and Tom is willing to give them a try. By statically constructing
an EPA from the Stack source code, Tom will be able to compare his mental
model with the graphical representation of the abstraction and decide if there
are any inconsistencies between his understanding and the implementation.
As we mentioned before, in order to build an EPA for a class C we need to
deﬁne its components: a set of methods names M , their implementations F ,
their requires clauses R, the class invariant inv and the class initial condition
init .
The relevant operations that compose M are the mutators push(int k),
pop() and reset(). The constructor Stack() is used to deﬁne the initial condition init , and the rest of the operations are merely observers, which do not
aﬀect the internal state of the stack and which are excluded in the rest of the
section to simplify presentation.
The implementation set F for the selected group of operations is given by the
appropriate fragments of code in Figure 1. For instance, lines 28–31 deﬁne the
implementation for the push operation.
Regarding the requires clauses, for each operation m Tom needs to identify
(or explicitly add, if necessary) the adequate fragment of code that performs the
parameter and/or ﬁelds validation. This code fragment is then converted to a
boolean expression b that guarantees a safe invocation of m. Finally, Tom needs
to prepend the code for m with Contract.Requires(b).
For instance, lines 34–35 of Figure 1 check that the stack is not empty while
attempting to invoke the pop operation. Tom then rewrites this check as a
Contract.Requires(...) invocation, which results in the following.
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public void pop () {
Contract . Requires (! isEmpty ());
next - -;
}

When considering the push operation there are no explicit fragments of code
that perform validation. However, this omission is actually a bug. The problem
is that the stack is based on a ﬁxed-size array and pushing inﬁnitely would
eventually produce an exception when the index goes beyond the limits of the
array.
In order to ﬁx this, Tom adds a Contract.Requires(...) check to the
method as follows.
1
2
3
4
5

public void push ( int k ) {
Contract . Requires (! isFull ());
elems [ next ] = k ;
next ++;
}

Finally, since it is safe to invoke the reset operation on any stack, there is no
need to rewrite it.
Having ﬁxed the requires clauses for the relevant operations, Tom still needs
to deﬁne a class invariant inv and an initial condition init . As a ﬁrst step,
Tom decides to leave the invariant as true. In other words, any possible value
assignment of the Stack class ﬁelds represents a valid stack.
Regarding the initial condition, it is straightforward to discover from the
source code of the Stack constructor that initially next == 0 and elems is
a fresh integer array. The size of elems depends of the actual value of the
constructor parameter m, but Tom realizes that empty arrays make no sense.
He therefore decides to always leave room for at least 2 elements and adds a
Contract.Requires(...) check to the constructor as follows.
1
2
3
4
5

public Stack ( int m ) {
Contract . Requires ( m > 1);
next = 0;
elems = new int [ m ];
}

Having deﬁned the action names, their implementations and requires clauses,
as well as the system invariant and initial condition, Tom is now ready to run
Contractor and obtain an EPA for the Stack class. Notice that mining the
requires clauses might seem an unnecessary burden (which could by lessened to
some extent with dynamic inference and static code analysis techniques), but it
actually led Tom to the discovery of a bug in the push operation.
Figure 2 presents the Stack EPA. As we mentioned, each abstract state is
described by a set of operations and groups all concrete stacks that enable those
operations only.
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reset

push

{pop,
reset}

pop
reset
{reset,
push}

pop
pop
push

push

pop
push

{pop,
reset,
push}

reset
pop
reset
push

{reset}

pop
reset
push

Fig. 2. Initial EPA for the Stack class

The initial abstract state is marked with a double circle and enables both
the reset and push operations. This seems reasonable to Tom since reset is
always enabled and a freshly constructed Stack always has room for at least
one element, making push enabled as well. Furthermore, popping elements from
a freshly constructed empty stack is illegal, which is also aligned with Tom’s
mental model.
Pushing from the initial state is a non-deterministic action. It can take the
Stack instance to two possible destinations:
1. The {pop, reset} state, on which pushing is no longer enabled. This abstract
states groups the full stacks.
2. The {pop, reset, push} state, on which pushing is still enabled. This is the
abstract state that groups stacks that are ‘half-full’.
Tom notices however, that since the minimum size for a Stack is 2, it is not
possible to ﬁll-up a freshly constructed instance after pushing a single element.
The transition from the initial state to the full state is not feasible. Furthermore,
while the initial abstract state and its outgoing transitions look rather good,
there is a sink state {reset} on the right which seems suspicious. The presence
of this abstract state indicates that eventually a Stack instance may be rendered
virtually unusable, since both pushing and popping would never be enabled for
the lifetime of that instance. Carefully reading the requires clauses for push and
pop, Tom discovers that this could only happen if the Stack instance was full
and empty at the same time. But this is not possible, so something is wrong.
These observations are not exhaustive, but even after a short inspection of the
EPA Tom has discovered that stacks may present strange behaviour. However
he feels pretty conﬁdent that it is impossible for a fresh Stack instance to get
full after a single push operation. And it is as impossible for any Stack instance
to be both empty and full at the same time.
Tom then remembers that he used an empty system invariant, and that might
have aﬀected the resulting EPA. He creates a reﬁned invariant and adds it to
the class as a new method as follows.
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[ C o n t r a c t I n v a r i a n t M e t h o d]
private void Invariant ()
{
Contract . Invariant (0 <= next );
Contract . Invariant ( next <= elems . Length );
Contract . Invariant ( elems . Length > 1);
}

The ContractInvariantMethod attribute in line 1 is a Code Contracts keyword that identiﬁes the method as the class invariant. Lines 4 and 5 indicate
the bounds for the variable that points to the next free element in the array (if
any). Notice that since popping is disabled on empty stacks, next will never be
negative; and since pushing is not allowed on full stacks, then next can not be
larger than the size of the elems array. Following the decision made when redeﬁning the constructor, the last line of the invariant states that there is always
room for at least two elements.
pop
push
reset
push
{reset,
push}

reset
pop

{pop,
reset,
push}

push
pop

reset

{pop,
reset}

Fig. 3. EPA for the Stack class with proper invariant

Figure 3 presents the EPA that Tom gets when feeding Contractor with
the newly deﬁned invariant. Tom realizes that this EPA is very well aligned with
his mental model. The suspicious sink state is now gone, and so is the push
transition that connected empty stacks directly with full stacks. The remaining
states and transitions are consistent with Tom’s idea of how a Stack instance
should behave. For instance, the reset operation always takes instances back to
the initial state, pushing eventually leads to the full state and popping eventually
takes instances back to the initial state.
However, not everything in Tom’s mental model is covered in this EPA. For instance, the fact that the Stack shows actual LIFO (last in, ﬁrst out) behaviour
is not part of the abstraction. Likewise, the overapproximated nature of the
EPA, implies it allows paths which are clearly illegal such as pushpoppop.
While EPAs convey a concise representation of a class state-space, the negative
side-eﬀect is that some aspects of the behaviour get lost in the way. More precise abstractions could capture some of these aspects that EPAs miss, but they
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would do so at the cost of larger representations that could get in the way when
manually inspecting the abstraction.
3.2

Implementing and Debugging with EPAs

Now that Tom is conﬁdent with the Stack implementation being correct, he can
proceed with his ﬁrst assignment. Diﬀerent projects inside DataXtructures Inc.
make use of stacks, and some of them require the elements to be returned in
an ordered fashion. In other words, Tom has to add a popMax() operation that
returns the maximum integer on a Stack instance and removes it, leaving the
rest of the elements untouched, preserving their relative order. Tom proceeds
and produces the following implementation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

public int popMax ()
{
Contract . Requires (! isEmpty ());
int m = elems [0];
for ( int i = 1; i < next ; i ++)
if ( elems [ i ] > elems [ m ])
m = i;
int ret = elems [ m ];
for ( i = m ; i < next - 1; i ++)
elems [ i ] = elems [ i + 1];
return ret ;
}

Since a maximum element needs to be returned, the operation is enabled only if
the Stack instance is not empty. On a ﬁrst pass, the position of the maximum
element is stored in m. The elements to “the right” of m are shifted so that they
remain in the same order, but occupying m’s position.
Tom is conﬁdent with his implementation, but DataXtructures Inc. mandates
that every new functionality needs to be subject to unit testing, so he writes the
following test.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

void testPopMax ()
{
Stack s = new Stack (10);
s . push (3); s . push (42);
s . push (1); s . push (17);
int max = s . popMax ();
Contract . Assert ( max == 42);
}

This test is executed and fortunately it provides a 100% branch coverage on the
popMax implementation. Furthermore, as Tom expected, the test passes and he
can now focus on other assignments. At that point, Tom remembers that he can
generate an new EPA that features the popMax operation.
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pop
popMax
push

reset
push
{reset,
push}

pop
reset

{pop,
popMax,
reset,
push}

popMax
push
pop

{pop,
popMax,
reset}

reset

Fig. 4. EPA for the Stack class with popMax action

Tom then gets the EPA in Figure 4. As expected, the abstract states are
similar to the ones in the previous EPA (see Figure 3). The popMax operation is
enabled whenever the pop operation is enabled, since they indeed have the same
requires clause.
After checking the abstract states, Tom decides to look at the transitions.
Particularly, he is interested in the newly added popMax operation. He soon
notices that there is a popMax-labeled transitions looping over the {pop, popMax,
reset} abstract state. Since pushing is not allowed on this state, it represents
full stacks. Popping elements with the standard pop operation on this state
takes the stack back to the ‘half-full’ state. However, using the newer popMax
operation leaves the stack full. The target of the popMax transition should be
the ‘half-full’ state, so something looks suspicious. Similarly, there seems to be a
missing popMax-labeled transition that takes a ‘half-full’ stack back to the initial
empty state.
Tom ﬁgures out that since the popMax operation passed his test, the problem
is not related to the returned element, but to the state in which the Stack
structure is left after the operation. In particular, the fact that the only popMaxlabeled transitions are loops indicates that the size of the structure appears to
be unchanged by the operation, when it should be decreasing.
Tom reviews the implementation of popMax and discovers that the next variable is not altered and this is a bug! He then adds a next--; operation right
before the end of the implementation in order to ﬁx this.
Contractor is invoked once more after Tom has ﬁxed the bug and the
resulting EPA is shown in Figure 5. The set of abstract states remains the
same, but the awkward popMax loop over the rightmost abstract state is now
gone. Furthermore, Tom notices that the popMax operation presents the same
(abstract) behaviour as pop.
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pop
push
popMax

reset

{reset,
push}

push
pop
reset
popMax

{pop,
popMax,
reset,
push}
reset

push
pop
popMax

{pop,
popMax,
reset}

Fig. 5. EPA for the Stack class with ﬁxed popMax action

3.3

Refining the EPA States

Tom is happy that he ﬁnished his ﬁrst assignment, but his colleagues are concerned that the popMax operation is rather ineﬃcient. Apparently, Stack instances are increasingly used in contexts on which the elements are orderly
pushed in ascending order.
In such scenarios, going through all the elements looking for the maximum is
unnecessary since returning the last element is suﬃcient. The problem is that
returning the last element is not valid if the Stack instance is not ordered. Tom
ﬁgures out a strategy to keep track of whether the elements are ordered or not
by introducing an additional class ﬁeld, as follows.
1
2
3
4

public class Stack {
private int [] elems ;
private int next ;
private int sorted ;

5

[ C o n t r a c t I n v a r i a n t M e t h o d]
private void Invariant ()
{
Contract . Invariant (0 <= next );
Contract . Invariant ( next <= elems . Length );
Contract . Invariant (0 <= sorted );
Contract . Invariant ( sorted <= next );
Contract . Invariant ( elems . Length > 1);
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// ...

16
17

}

The sorted ﬁeld stores the length of the largest sorted preﬁx in the elems array.
If sorted is equal to next then the Stack instance is sorted and returning the
last element accounts for returning the maximum. Otherwise, a linear scan is
still necessary.
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Notice that the Stack invariant is extended to indicate that sorted is in
range. The invariant could also be extended to indicate that sorted actually
marks the size of the biggest sorted preﬁx, but this weaker invariant is enough
for Tom’s purposes.
The operations responsible of pushing and popping elements need to carefully
update the new sorted ﬁeld, as follows.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

public void push ( int k )
{
Contract . Requires (! isFull ());
if ( isEmpty () || sorted == next && k >= top ())
sorted ++;
elems [ next ] = k ;
next ++;
}

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

public void pop () {
Contract . Requires (! isEmpty ());
if ( sorted == next )
sorted - -;
numberOfElements - -;
}

Having extended the Stack representation and operations to work with the extra
ﬁeld, Tom re-implements the popMax operation with the optimisation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

public int popMax ()
{
Contract . Requires (! isEmpty ());
if ( sorted == next ) {
sorted - -;
return elems [ next ];
} else {
int m = elems [0];
for ( int i = 1; i < next ; i ++)
if ( elems [ i ] > elems [ m ])
m = i;
int ret = elems [ m ];
for ( i = m ; i < next - 1; i ++)
elems [ i ] = elems [ i + 1];
next - -;
return ret ;
}
}

If the Stack instance is sorted, the last element is returned. Otherwise, the
implementation is the same as before.
Tom ﬁrst runs the unit test that he already had from the unoptimised version
and it passes. He then runs Contractor to get a new EPA, which is shown in
Figure 6.
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pop
popMax
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push
pop
popMax

{push}

{pop,
popMax,
push}

popMax

push
pop
popMax

{pop,
popMax}

Fig. 6. EPA for the Stack class with optimized popMax action
popMax
push
push
pop
push

pop
{push}
isSorted

push

{pop,
popMax,
push}
isSorted

push

{pop,
popMax}
isSorted

pop
popMax
push

popMax
{pop,
popMax}

pop

push
pop
popMax

pop
popMax
pop
popMax

{pop,
popMax,
push}

pop
popMax

Fig. 7. Reﬁned EPA for the Stack class with optimized popMax action

First of all, notice that for presentation purposes the reset operation is now
not considered when building the EPA. The popMax operation appears to be
doing its job since it is accompanying every pop transition. The problem is that
there is an extra popMax-labeled transition looping over the full state.
Since the unoptimised version worked and the optimised seems to have a bug,
Tom decides to get a ﬁner-grained abstraction and check what is wrong with
his code. Fortunately, Contractor provides the user with the ability to add
additional predicates that can be used to reﬁne the set of abstract states.
Tom adds the predicate sorted == next, which he names isSorted, for presentation purposes. The reﬁned EPA that he gets is depicted in Figure 7.
There are now 5 abstract states, from left to right:
–
–
–
–
–

The
The
The
The
The

initial state, which is sorted. An empty array can not be unordered.
sorted ‘half-full’ state.
sorted full state.
unsorted full state.
unsorted ‘half-full’ state.
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Pushing from the initial state takes the Stack instance to the sorted ‘half-full’
state; having a single element the elements have to be sorted.
Pushing from the sorted ‘half-full’ state is non-deterministic, as it can go to:
– Itself. In this case, the pushed element is higher than the top of the Stack
instance, and therefore it remains sorted. There is also still room for more
elements.
– The sorted full state. Similar to the previous case, but with no room for
more elements.
– The unsorted full state. The pushed element is lower than the top of the
Stack instance, so it is no longer sorted. There is no more room for new
elements.
– The unsorted ‘half-full’ state. Similar to the previous case, but with extra
room for other elements.
On the other hand, pushing a new element on the unsorted ‘half-full’ state (the
one in the far right) is still non-deterministic, but it can never result in the Stack
instance getting sorted.
The pop operation behaves dually. It can make an unsorted Stack become
sorted. On sorted stacks, popping will never mangle the elements.
Tom expects the popMax operation to behave as pop. When the Stack is
unsorted they share every transition. However, when the Stack is sorted, popMax
behaves oddly. For instance, there is a missing popMax-labeled transition from
the sorted ‘half-full’ state going back to the initial one. This manifestation is
similar to the bug that Tom discovered in his original implementation.
On top of that, there are popMax-labeled transitions going out of any sorted
abstract state to its unsorted counterpart. This is suspicious since taking elements out of an ordered array should never result in their elements getting
unordered.
With this information in hand, Tom decides that his new implementation is
working ﬁne on unsorted stacks, but his optimisation to deal with sorted stacks
is buggy. He then discovers that he forgot (again!) to update the next ﬁeld in
the case in which the elements are ordered (the then branch).
Tom then ﬁxes the bug and runs Contractor once more to conﬁrm that
the suspicious elements in the original abstraction are now gone.
3.4

Refining the EPA Transitions

Having ﬁnished his previous assignment, Tom can now focus on his second task.
Some Stack users need to remove several elements at once. Tom has to implement a popN(int n) operation, which takes an integer n and removes that
amount of elements from the top of the Stack instance. If there are fewer than
n elements, then the instance remains empty and the actual number of popped
elements is returned.
Tom is eager to implement this new method, and in a couple of minutes he
gets the following code.
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public int popN ( int n )
{
Contract . Requires (! isEmpty ());
Contract . Requires ( n >= 1);
for ( int i = 0; i < n ; i ++) {
pop ();
if ( isEmpty ())
break ;
}
return i ;
}

Similarly to the previous pop operations provided by the Stack class, popN
requires the instance to have at least one element. Furthermore, the amount of
elements to be popped has to be at least 1.
Tom decides to create a simple unit test to see what happens in two scenarios:
(a) when the requested amount of pops can be fulﬁlled; and (b) when it is greater
than the amount of elements in the stack.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

void testPopN ()
{
Stack s = new Stack (10);
s . push (99); s . push (89); s . push (79);
int n1 = s . popN (1);
Contract . Assert ( n1 == 1);
int n2 = s . popN (3);
Contract . Assert ( n2 == 2);
}

The Assert in line 6 checks for scenario (a), while the one in line 8 checks for
scenario (b).
Fortunately, once again, the test achieves a 100% branch coverage over the
added functionality. Furthermore, the ﬁrst Assert passes correctly, so the operation seems to work properly when there are enough elements. Unfortunately,
the test case fails to pass the second Assert. The amount of elements in the
Stack instance at the time of the second popN operation is 2. However, when
attempting to pop 3 elements, the popN operation returns 1 instead of 2.
As usual, Tom decides to construct an EPA of the Stack, which we can see in
Figure 8. Unfortunately, the bug does not seem to be reﬂected in the abstraction.
All the popN-labeled transitions behave like pop, with the exception that popN
can also go directly from the full abstract state back to the initial one.
In his previous assignment, Tom used Contractor to reﬁne the EPA states.
Similarly, Contractor features the possibility to reﬁne abstract transitions
too. In order to do so, Tom needs to specify which label he wants to reﬁne, and
what conditions he wishes to use.
In this particular case, Tom needs to reﬁne the popN-labeled transitions using
two conditions:
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pop
push
popN

push

{push}

pop
popN

{pop,
popN,
push}

push
pop
popN

popN

{pop,
popN}

Fig. 8. EPA for the Stack class with popN action
pop
push
popN / completed

push

{push}

pop
popN / break

{pop,
popN,
push}

popN / break

push
pop
popN / completed

{pop,
popN}

Fig. 9. EPA with reﬁned transitions for the Stack class with popN action

completed. This is the case on which the amount of popped elements equals
the amount that the user asked. Formally, n == popN(n).
break. In this other case the operation has to stop early since there are no more
elements to pop. Formally, n < popN(n).
The reﬁned EPA that Tom gets using this feature is depicted in Figure 9. Notice
that now the popN transitions show extra information indicating which of the
two conditions holds on each case.
The popN / break transitions always return to the initial abstract state. This
seems ﬁne to Tom, since in those cases the operation had to stop early due to
lack of elements. On the other hand, the popN / completed transitions always
go to the ‘half-full’ abstract state. This is suspicious, since a user could ask popN
to return exactly the amount of elements currently in the stack, which should
empty the instance.
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{push}

pop
popN / break
popN / completed
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pop
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popN / break
popN / completed

{pop,
popN}

Fig. 10. EPA with reﬁned transitions for Stack with the ﬁxed popN action

Tom decides to write a new test case in order to ﬁgure out what is wrong with
his implementation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

void anotherTest Po pN ()
{
Stack s = new Stack (10);
s . push (99); s . push (89);
int n = s . popN (2);
Contract . Assert ( n == 2);
}

Tom does a step-by-step execution and discovers that when the second element
is popped, the Stack instance is empty at that moment. Consequently, the if
statement in line 7 of the popN implementation is taken. Therefore, the execution
of the popN operation is halted before the i variable is incremented.
The bug can be solved by using a while-loop instead of a for-loop, as follows.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

public int popN ( int n )
{
Contract . Requires (! isEmpty ());
Contract . Requires ( n >= 1);
int i = 0;
while ( i < n ) {
pop ();
i ++;
if ( isEmpty ())
break ;
}
return i ;
}

With this ﬁxed version, the EPA in Figure 10 looks much better. Tom’s job for
the day is completed!
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Validation Guidelines

The previous section showed a ﬁctional story on which EPAs where used to
identify and locate problems in a software artefact. Based on our experience in
various real-life software artefacts [8,9], we now present a series of guidelines that
developers can use as heuristics that aid identiﬁcation of “suspicious behaviour”
during the validation process.
We organise the heuristics into two categories. The ﬁrst category is of a more
semantic nature while the second is related to the structure of the EPA.
We hypothesise that one of the beneﬁts of the approach presented is that
the level of abstraction deﬁned by the enabledness criterion is intuitive and
modelers can interpret the diﬀerent abstract states into the problem domain
with relative ease. The ﬁrst two heuristics we developed conﬁrm, to some extent,
this hypothesis.
– Understanding states. There are certain abstract states in the EPA that
can be easily interpreted to particular situations of the system under analysis.
Identifying empty, half-full and full abstract states in any of the Stack EPAs
is an example of this.
When it is not possible or not easy to associate a particular states with a
declarative description of the set of instances that it abstracts, this may be
an indication that there is a problem with the program under analysis. We
have found that in these cases, it was often the case that the state should
have been inconsistent (and hence should not have appeared in the EPA)
but that the requires clauses of enabled actions or the system invariant were
(incorrectly) too weak. This is the case in Figure 2, in which the invariant
for the system was true.
– Understanding action sequences. On the other hand, states which can be
declaratively traced to a meaningful set of instances are good candidates for
analysing action sequences. Following fragments of traces from these states
may lead to discovering a certain sequence of actions which should not be
allowed by the program. Programmers should be aware that, given the approximate nature of the abstraction, the appearance of a (non singleton)
trace is not a guarantee that it denotes a feasible action sequence.
An example of this strategy is what led to the discovery that the EPA in
Figure 8 lacks popN / completed transitions going back to the initial state.
We also identiﬁed the following structural characteristics of an EPA that can
help pinpoint problems in the program under analysis:
– Large state space. A large state space in the EPA may be an indication
of either a poorly designed set of operations. The intuition is that a set of
operations that are intended to be used together to provide a more complex service (e.g., a protocol, a public API) will conceptually have a few
modes that characterise the set operations available at a given moment. An
unmanageable set of enabledness states is an indication that the protocol,
class or API is either extremely complex to be used or that it is incorrectly
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implemented. More speciﬁcally, a large state space can be an indication of
problems with requires clauses. A good strategy is to question why diﬀerent
states in the EPA diﬀer in the actions that they enable.
An example of this problem is showcased in the MS-WINSRA case study
in [8].
Deadlock states. The presence (or absence) of a deadlock state is something that should be analysed in detail when validating a program using
EPAs. By deﬁnition of EPA there can be only one deadlock state, the state
whose action set is empty. The presence of an unintended deadlock state in
an EPA is likely to be an indication of a bug in the actions that evolve into
that state.
The MS-NSS case study in [8] presents a deadlock state which is studied
and validated.
Sink states. Similarly to deadlock states, states which only have outgoing
transitions leading back to it can be indicators of problems. They are very
similar to deadlock states since they indicate that once this “operation mode”
is reached it can not be abandoned.
For instance, the Stack EPA in Figure 2 presents a suspicious sink state.
Missing action. If a given speciﬁed action is not present in any of the EPA
reachable states then this is an indication that something is not quite right. It
may be the case that the requires clause for that action is inconsistent when
combined with the system invariant. It might also be the case that none
of the other actions leave the system in a state which enables the missing
action.
High fan-in. States in an EPA that have a large number of incoming transitions can be an indication of problems. In particular, they are typically
undesirable since they cause history loss for all the paths that reach the
state. These states can be an indication of problems in requires clauses that
when corrected end up partitioning the high fan-in state into several states.
The MS-WINSRA case study in [8] presents this problem due to weak
requires clauses.
Highly non-deterministic actions. When a state has a large number of
outgoing transitions labeled with the same action it is usually symptomatic of
a problem. Such situations may be caused by two diﬀerent scenarios. Firstly,
it may be the case that the action is intrinsically non-deterministic. If this
is the case, it can be a symptom that this action is a good candidate to be
tested under diﬀerent scenarios in order to trigger/cover all of its behaviour
space.
Secondly, a highly non-deterministic action on an abstract state can also
happen if the predicate for the state is weak. For instance, an action that
B1 . . . An
Bn may
updates the system following the formula A1
generate undesired non-deterministic behaviour in a state where Ai holds for
several values of i. In these cases, it may be the case that a requires clause
or the system invariant requires strengthening.
The {pop, popMax, push} isSorted abstract state in Figure 7 presents
a highly non-deterministic push operation.
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– Mirrored actions. If whenever there is a transition labeled with a given
action a1 , there is another transition with the same origin and destination
state labeled with action a2 , this is an indication that both actions were
speciﬁed independently but are treated in the same way by the system. It
may be the case that one action was copied from the other but the programmer forgot to modify the appropriate diﬀerences between the two (known as
copy-paste bugs).
This is the case with pop—popMax in Section 3.3, as well as pop—popN
in Section 3.4.
Some of the heuristics presented in this section are straightforward to implement
as a feature in our Contractor tool, and in fact some of them are already
implemented. These include the detection of deadlock or sink states, mirrored
or missing actions or enabled actions with missing transitions.

5

Closing Remarks

In this article we have shown how abstractions can play a key role in various
development activities. More concretely, we presented enabledness-preserving
abstractions and their application in a ﬁctional development story involving code
understanding, the addition of new functionality and the refactoring of parts of
the implementation.
Even when this story is based on a toy stack implementation, EPAs have
shown to provide useful information on various industrial scale software artifacts. For instance, in [8] we show the application of our Contractor tool to 2
Microsoft protocol descriptions in the form of pre/postcondition contracts with
up to 33 actions. Our tool scaled well, keeping the construction time below 4
minutes in a standard desktop computer. More importantly, the resulting EPA
led to the discovery of ﬂaws in the descriptions. In [9] we apply Contractor
directly on the Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.4 implementation of various standard classes such as ListItr (List iterator) or PipedOutputStream. The running
times ranged from 8 seconds to 5 minutes, and the EPAs led to discoveries such
as undocumented legal behaviour with respect to the oﬃcial documentation.
Based on this experiences, this paper also presents a series of guidelines and
checklists that can guide programmers in their use of EPAs as a visual aid to
ﬁnd suspicious elements in their programs.
While Contractor constructs EPAs statically and automatically, it requires
the developer to identify and annotate important program elements such as
requires clauses. The problem of tackling the annotation burden has been widely
studied, and diﬀerent approaches have been proposed which range from type
inference or dataﬂow analysis (e.g., [17]) to carefully choosing default values
[10]. More concretely, Code Contracts [3] presents an outstanding ability to
infer requires clauses as the ones used in Section 3.
Enabledness-based abstractions constitute a good example of abstractions
aimed at user inspection and validation. While we found EPAs useful in our
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experience, we believe that features such as state reﬁnement via extra predicates
(Section 3.3) or transitions reﬁnement (Section 3.4) present a good opportunity
to let developers “zoom in and out” the abstraction in order to ﬁt their needs.
That said, we envision that other carefully chosen non enabledness-based levels
of abstraction could potentially help developers in their activities as well.
Acknowledgements. The work reported herein was partially supported by
CONICET, UBACyT 2011-813 and 20020090300064, PIP112-200801-00955KA4,
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